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Session Agenda

A. Introductions
B. Understanding Work Analysis
C. Structure of Jobs
D. Job Analysis – DACUM
E. Using Job Analysis Information
F. Discussion
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Part I – Introduction to Work Analysis
Chapter One: Defining Work Analysis
Chapter Two: Human Resource Development and Work
Analysis
Chapter Three: Work Analysis Roles and Process
Chapter Four: Structures of Work
Part II – Work Analysis Techniques
Chapter Five: Job Analysis and the DACUM Process
Chapter Six: Task Analysis
Chapter Seven: Occupational Analysis
Chapter Eight: National Occupational Standards
Chapter Nine: Critical Incident Technique
Chapter Ten: Work Processes
Chapter Eleven: Individual Competencies
Chapter Twelve: Conducting a Competency Analysis
Part III – Using Work Analysis Information
Chapter Thirteen: Task Statements and Training Design
Chapter Fourteen: Structured On-the-Job Training Modules
Chapter Fifteen: Performance Support Guides
Chapter Sixteen: Performance Rating Scales
Chapter Seventeen: Competency Assessment and
Development
Part IV. Future Perspectives
Chapter Eighteen: Knowledge Work and Digital Talent
Chapter Nineteen: Future Directions of Work Analysis
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Work

Analysis

Purposeful activity that provide for
the livelihood of individuals and
organizations.

Process of taking something apart to
examine its component parts.

Work Analysis

In a broad sense, work analysis is the
process of documenting what people do
in the workplace.
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HRD Process

Assess/Analyze

Design/
Implementation

Evaluate

Strategic Planning

Employee Development

Acceptance

Needs Assessment

Organization Development

Improvement

Performance Analysis

Career Development

Institutionalization

Work Analysis

Performance Support

HRD Component

Uses of Work Analysis

• Employee Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the objectives of training programs
Identify content of training and education programs
Design classroom-based training programs
Design structured on-the-job training (S-OJT) programs
Construct performance rating scales
Construct cognitive test items
Identify potential safety hazards
Identify quality criteria for performing the work

• Organization Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop job descriptions
Develop job standards
Develop job performance evaluations
Document “what is” and “what should be” of work processes
Form the basis of performance improvement activities
Meet quality management requirements
Conduct audit of the HR function

• Career Development

•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop selection and promotion tests
Match people with the right jobs during selection
Identify the prerequisite knowledge, skills, and attitudes of jobs
Match special skill requirements and disability
Develop national occupational standards
Develop technical training and education programs matched with occupational standards

• Performance Support

• Prepare company manuals, work instruction sheets, standard operating procedures
• Develop job performance guides

Structure of Jobs
• All jobs have an underlying structure
• Even in today’s dynamic environment: Reduced job boundaries,
Rapidly changing expectations, Greater complexity
• Greater complexity towards knowledge work: How we approach
work, What kind of work we do
• Even discussions about digital talent, digital transformation,
artificial intelligence – the notion of job remains
• All jobs have an underlying structure
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Job

Duties

Tasks

Task Components

Job

A formally designated role, as defined by a title and
an accompanying description, to identify the
responsibilities in a particular context.
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Duty
• Statement that describes a related grouping of tasks
• Has an in-process orientation
• Verb ends in “ing” form (Present participle form of verb)
• Usually at least five to 12 duties per job
• Represents the largest set of outcomes within a job
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Duty Statement

Preparing the Back Office Network Operation Maintenance Plan

On-going
Action Verb

Qualifiers

Object of the
On-Going Action
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Job Title: Team Member

Duty Statements:
A. Operating production equipment
B. Assembling component parts

C. Inspecting products for defects
D. Ordering materials from suppliers
E. Scheduling production operations
F. Preparing production charts
G. Troubleshooting production operation problems
H. Performing preventative maintenance

Task
• Has a definite beginning and ending
• Can be performed over a relatively defined set of time
• Can be performed independent of other work
• Consists of multiple component parts
• Have results that are measurable

• Provides the basis for future action, assignable work
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Task Statement

Inspect the back office network operation
Action Verb

Qualifiers

Object of the Action

A

Analyzing the network maintenance plan
1. Analyze the network KPIs
2. Collect the network information
3. Analyze the network service, architecture, and security
4. Prepare recommendations for improving the network maintenance plan

B

Implementing the change management process
1. Prepare the change plan
2. Present plan to management
3. Implement the change management plan

C

Identifying preventive measure to address IP network problems
1. Design an evaluation plan for monitoring IP problem
2. Manage the IP network performance
3. Prepare daily report on IP problems
4. Present preventive solutions to front office

D

Managing IP network Tier 2 trouble tickets
1. Gather trouble-ticket related information
2. Analyze trouble-ticket related information
3. Decide the solution to resolve IP network faults
4. Implement the selected solutions
5. Inspect whether the solution solved the IP network fault
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Job Analysis
The process of documenting information related to a certain role in an
organization. A job analysis can generate all or parts of the following
information:
• Job title and the job description
• Broad areas of responsibility or the duties within the job
• Units of work or tasks within the broad areas of responsibility
• Specific component behaviors within the tasks
• Prerequisite knowledge, skills, and attitudes required to do the work
• Quality information related to the work

• Safety information related to the work
• Resources required to perform the job

Job Analysis - DACUM (Developing a Curriculum)

DACUM is a group process, first developed in the late 1960s to analyze
the content of occupations for use in technical school settings.
Since that tine, DACUM has been used in many settings and purposes.
DACUM is now one of the best known job analysis methods.
DACUM brings together subject-matter experts (SMEs) who have
knowledge of the work, often from different perspectives.
A trained facilitator – who is often not an SME – coordinates the
process with the group of experts, called a panel.
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Job Analysis Process
I. Prepare to Conduct the Job Analysis
a. Identify the job title
b. Become familiar with the job using a range of sources and methods
c. Prepare a summary of the information for reference during the process
II. Conduct the Job Analysis
a. Bring together the subject-matter experts (SMEs)
b. Provide an orientation to the SMEs: Purpose, Process, Definitions, Outputs,
Rules
c. Present the 1st prompt question: What are the major activities (duties) of
this job?
d. Post responses for group discussion and consensus
e. Present the 2nd prompt question: What are the tasks within each duty?
f. Post responses for discussion and consensus
g. Present draft chart for panel review
h. Manage group process of panel
i. Present the 3rd prompt question: What are the prerequisite competencies,
prerequisite knowledge and skills, resources, key terms?
III. Verify the Results of the Job Analysis
a. Prepare final chart and additional information for review
b. Conduct final review of chart from panel
c. Obtain final management and expert approvals
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Open Wall Space

Flipchart

Open Wall Space

Moveable chairs and tables

Observers

Facilitator 1
Subject-Matter Experts
DACUM Panel

Facilitator 2

Flipchart

Job Analysis Chart
• Job Title
• Panel members

• Analysts
• Duties
• Tasks for each duty
• Prerequisite knowledge, skills, experiences
• Resources: tools, equipment, software, documents
• Future Trends and Issues
• Additional information about the chart
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• Sources of Information
Who (or what) will provide the information?
• Methods of Gathering the Information
How will you get the information?
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Sources of Information
• Job Incumbents – This is another term used for individuals who are currently in a job or role, and who are presumed
to be most knowledgeable about they do on their jobs or roles.
• Managers and Supervisors – These individuals often have a perspective about the work as they may been a job
incumbent at one time or they now oversee the work of the job incumbents.
• External Experts – These individuals are outside of the context in which the work analysis is occurring, and through
their unique background or experience have knowledge and skills related to the work.
• Instructors and Trainers – These individuals may not be actually performing the work, but they often have
knowledge about the work based on their experiences in delivering the information to others.
• Senior Managers and Executives – These individuals possess an understanding about the mission, vision, and other
high-level sets of information.
• Job Postings and Descriptions – These documents can be obtained from the human resource function of
organizations, and provide a general sense of the requirements, responsibilities, and other information about the
work.
• Internal Documents – These documents, such as previous work analyses and standard operating procedures, may
provide some insights about what has been generated about the work in the past.
• Training and Educational Program Materials – Many organizations and post-secondary schools and institutions have
extensive set of materials that have been used with previous training and educational programs.

• Organizational Mission, Vision, and Value Statements – These documents provide an understanding of the strategic
direction of the organization.

Sources of Information
Professional Organizations – Within certain occupations, such as health professions, engineering, and teaching, there are
professional organizations that have conducted studies that establish standards for the occupation.
Technical Information from Vendors – In many instances, the purchase of tools, equipment, or software comes with
associated user information in the form of technical manuals, reference guidelines, online libraries, among others.
Employment and Wage Reports – Government agencies involved in workforce development often publish trend reports
focusing on certain occupations and business sectors.
O*NET – A well-known data-based website https://www.onetonline.org is a free resource managed by the U.S. Department
of Labor. The data base contains information about literally thousands of occupations, allowing individuals, organizations,
and educational institutions the ability to obtain comprehensive information about the occupations. Originally, developed
in 1933 as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, to assist individuals with their job search. Copies of these encyclopediasized volumes, updated every five years, could be found in every public library in the U.S. In 2000, the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles became a web-based resource, known as O*Net
Research Articles – Many occupations have undergone analyses and the results of these studies have been published in the
scholarly literature, especially in journals related to the occupation, such as nursing, engineering, social work, among other
journals.
Consulting Firms – Many consulting firms have developed extensive data-bases of organizational competencies, which can
be accessed free as a public service or for a fee.

Methods of Gathering the Information
Observe Work Behaviors - The most commonly used work analysis method is simple observation. The logic is simple – if
you want to know what is done, then watch someone doing it, and document what you see. Observation is a good method
to use with behaviors that are mostly observable and have a relatively fixed sequence of behaviors.
Observe Work Samples – A form of observation, this method can be used when continuous observation is not possible and
when the work occurs at irregular intervals. Various parts of the work day-week cycle may be selected for sampling. The
observer keeps a running log about what is observed. This method is time-consuming and may have internal organization
considerations. This method is often used to document work behaviors of managers and professionals.
Conduct Individual Interviews – Asking questions about the work content can be directed to individual job incumbents or
others that know about the work. Interviews are almost always structured in nature and often used in combination with
observations. Interviews can also be used to identify information for a questionnaire.
Conduct Group Interviews – Mostly structured in nature, but the interviewer raises questions and records the range of
responses. Could be done in different ways, such as a focus group setting. Focus groups consist of eight to 12 experts with
a leader who initiates the discussion on a specific topic. Focus groups are useful in providing a sense of the issues and
comparing attitudes, approaches, and knowledge and skills of stakeholders. Experience as a group facilitator is essential to
use this method.
Conduct Critical Incident Interviews - A variation of the interview method, the analyst seeks to identify specific incidents
from an individual’s experience that describe when the job incumbent was effective or ineffective in performing a set of
work. The critical incidents are descriptions of the actual job behaviors. An analysis of the incidents helps identify the
underlying factors or task clusters that are critical for job performance. The method has been used to analyze work that
involve complex decision-making and have multiple means for achieving the outcomes. The critical incident was originally
devised in the 1950s to understand how test pilots responded to emergencies in experimental jet aircraft.

Methods of Gathering the Information
Facilitate Panel Sessions – This method involves facilitating a group of approximately eight to 15 stakeholders
who have knowledge of the work. The most prominent example of this method is DACUM, or Developing a
Curriculum. This specific method has proven to be an efficient way of gathering job information as the panel is
convened over a two to three day period of time. The method requires a skilled person to facilitate the panel.
The DACUM method generates much useful information about the job duties, tasks, prerequisite information,
among other aspects of a job. The panel sessions occur away from the work setting which may detract from the
accuracy of the information.
Review Documents – This entails applying techniques to analyze text information, such as organization
websites, internal reports, HR documents, previous job analysis studies, benchmarking studies, research
articles, among others. The output of the review might be in the form of a synthesis table, summary notes,
outlines, and so on.
Administer Surveys – This method is used to reach many people at a relatively low cost. The major issues with
survey are the uncertain accuracy of the results and the low return rates of the respondents. Survey results may
be misinterpreted because of the uncertain backgrounds of all respondents. Surveys may be used in combination
with other methods, such as observations and a panel session, as a means to verify that the results are accuate.

Facilitator
•

Should be content-free in terms of the job

•

Should be an expert in the process

•

Able to listen actively to all contributions

•

Encourage contributions from all SMEs

•

Control participants who try to dominate

•

Repeat contributions to ensure accuracy

•

Probe responses with questions – open ended

•

Manage conflicts – allow discussion to be heated

•

Maintain open climate
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Subject-Matter Experts
(Panel Members)
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Using Job Analysis Information
• Work Instructions

• Structured on-the-job training (S-OJT) programs
• Classroom training programs

• Performance rating scale – Checklist
• _______________________________
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Task Analysis
• The process of documenting the component
behaviors of a task
• Task analysis is a separate from DACUM
• Information from a task analysis forms the basis
of almost all uses of job analysis
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Type of Task

Description

Information to Gather

• Procedure

Perform a series of steps in order.

• Steps in correct order
• Quality information for each step
• Safety information for each step

• Inspection

Judge the adequacy of key points
in an object or process

•
•
•
•

• Troubleshooting

Solve a problem by identifying the
indicators, the possible causes,
and the actions to address the
causes

• Problem indicators
• Possible causes
• Actions to address the causes

• Adjustment/Revision

Improve something by making
necessary changes

• Adjustment point
• How to adjust
• Effect of the adjustment

• Decision Making

Select which action to take

• Decision conditions
• Decision based on the various
conditions

• Process Management

Show how work gets done across
functions

• Process steps
• People involved
• Functional areas

Inspection points
Steps to inspect each point
Criteria for each point
Overall criteria

Job Analysis Issues – Discussion
• Terminology
• Time required to conduct the analysis
• How to develop internal capacity and systems
• Documenting more complex work
• Selecting tasks for training
• Job analysis versus an occupational analysis

• Analyzing current versus future job requirements
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Occupation
Has a broader meaning than that of job. An occupation represents similar jobs across
different work contexts, such that similar job titles might be found across many different
organizations.
Occupational Analysis
Similar to a job analysis, an occupational analysis is the process of documenting the
information related to an occupation and relies upon the use of a variety of sources of
information and data-gathering methods. Occupational analysis can provide much of the
same information as a job analysis, with the addition of the following information:
•

Business sector in which the occupation occurs

•

Cluster of occupations related to a particular occupation

•

Current and future availability of position openings related to the occupation

•

Training and educational requirements for entry into the occupation

•

Underlying personality characteristics required of individuals

•

Potential for career advancement
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